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Research Interests:
- Innovation Management and Marketing,
- Technology Acceptance for Mobile Applications and Services,
- Up-front User Research for Mobile Applications,
- Mobile Prototyping,
- Mobile HCI
#1 // Is IoT just a technology vision or will it come to productivity soon?
#2 // Will users (or who else) drive/trigger the implementation of IoT/Smart Systems?

#3 // Will we build larger sensor networks or just use existing ones (e.g., Smartphones)?
#4 // Do we academics/techies tend to overestimate the usefulness of smart systems/IoT for the users?

Picture source: http://tastynerds.com/introducing-egg-minder/
#5 // Will smart systems and IoT lead to a higher usability/perceived ease of use of systems?

on Dave Bowman's return to the ship, after HAL has killed the rest of the crew

HAL: Look Dave, I can see you're really upset about this. I honestly think you ought to sit down calmly, take a stress pill, and think things over.
“It will also listen to the child's conversation and adapt to it over time - so, for instance, if a child mentions that they like to dance, the doll may refer to this in a future chat.”


#7 // Can smart systems/IoT support or even partly substitute human care?